
Write 2-3 additional related questions.  These questions can be less tightly related to the question answered in the rest
of the post.  Bold the question and then directly answer them as if writing an answer paragraph.

Are bb guns dangerous? BB guns are not toys and can cause serious injury or death if used
improperly; however, many bb guns are designed for youth and shoot under 500fps.  If eye
protection is worn, these guns are unlikely to cause serious injury and are generally safe.

How fast do pellets shoot?  In general, pellets ly approximately 20fps slower than bbs when ired
from the same gun; however, more powerful airguns are generally made to shoot only pellets and 
thus would shoot much faster.

Related Questions

Include 3-5 subheadings.  Between each subheading, add the main content for your article. The purpose of the main 
content is to read the mind of the person who searched this topic.  What other questions  will they likely want an answer 
to after they have read your information above?  Keep subheadings directly on point to the topic without going too far aield.

Why You May Not Want the Fastest BB Gun
How BB Gun Speed Affects Safety
Choose the Right Speed for Your Application

The irst subheading should elaborate on the answer paragraph.  The answer paragraph gives a quick answer but may
not help address the nuances of the subject.  This is your opportunity to dive in with more detail.  This could contain a 
bulleted list of examples, caveats to the general answer, or a more helpful and detailed description.
This is an important section, so it should be no less than 300 words long.

BB Gun Speed Test Results

The third paragraph is designed to intrigue the reader so that they are enticed to read more.  Tell them what more
information they will get by reading on.  

Many new bb gun shooters select a gun based on which can shoot the fastest.  There is actually
a lot to choosing the right speed of gun for your application, and the speed advertised on the box
is rarely accurate.  

This is the answer paragraph.  Restate the question irst.  Then, give the most crystal clear answer to the question you
can possibly write in 200-300 characters.  Someone should be able to read JUST this paragraph alone and have a
clear answer to the question without reading anything else.  Do not get creative or “folksy” in your writing in this
section.  Write this as if you were writing an encyclopedia entry.  For a “How to” article or a “List Post”, this paragraph
may be a bulleted list of the steps or ideas.

So how fast do bb guns shoot?  An average bb gun shoots between 300 and 1,500 fps.(feet per
second).  Most bb guns for youth shoot under 800fps, while adult bb guns generally shoot 
between 750 and 1,500 fps.  The speed of the gun is mostly determined by the method of 
how that gun propels the bb.

The irst paragraph has two purposes: (1) Clearly identify the topic and give conidence that you have the answer, and 
(2) Establish rapport with the reader, and develop interest.  Make sure they know you’re a real person.

When I was recently buying a new bb gun, I wondered how fast they shoot.  So, I did some
research and testing to ind actual speeds of many common bb guns.

Capitalize the irst letters in the title as if writing a book title.  Never change the title.  Write it exactly as given.
How Fast do BB Guns Shoot?


